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Pipeline cleaning pig

Seals like a cup pig!

Scrapes like a disc pig!
Also Avaiable with

High-strength
circular steel brushes
for extra scraping
Available in various

formulations of
tm
ultrathane , knapp’s
ultra performance urethane
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Superior cleaning
and scraping

The cleaning discs on the Knapp ULTRACAST
pig are thicker at the point where they meet
the mandrel to assure a strong base which
keeps the edge of the disc from "coning".
Coning occurs when a disc is too thin and
weak to stand up to the strong forces it
meets in modern oil and gas pipelines. Whenever a disc "cones" it loses its' ability to
scrape materials such as paraffin from pipe
walls; the paraffin is smeared against the
pipe rather than removed.

Seals like a cup pig
scrapes like a disc pig

The ideal combination of scraping and sealing capabilities in one tough, long-lasting pipeline cleaner.
The Knapp ULTRACAST pig is a one-piece design with
a sealing cup at the rear of the pig and a second
cup whose position is interchangeable with two
scraping discs. The cup shape is the most effective
design to allow a pig to run long distances yet
maintain a good drive seal, even through parts of
the pipeline that are oval. A disc shape is the most
effective design to scrape foreign materials off pipe
walls. Brought together on the Knapp ULTRACAST,
the cup and disc design provide the best possible
combination for the cleaning dollar.
For those tough jobs that require extra scraping
capability, the Knapp ULTRACAST pig is available
with circular steel scraping brushes. Made of
tempered steel, these high-quality brushes remove
hardened deposits with ease.

The best urethane money can buy!
The Knapp ULTRACAST pig is also available in ULTRATHANETM, the Ultra
Performance urethane. At the leading edge of plastic Technology, Knapp's
ULTRATHANE is a premium-grade polyurethane Elastomer which can be
formulated to specific job requirements. Critical Operations like internal
pipeline Maintenance For Offshore oil and gas flowlines call for a pig that
Is durable enough to stand up to the extreme wear conditions encountered
in that tough Environment. Knapp’s proprietary series of wear additives
can be incorporated Into the various formulations to assure extended
Life In extremely long pipelines. Contact a Knapp Polly Pig technician for
assistance in choosing the formulation that is right for your line.
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